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ABSTRACT  

Launching orbital and suborbital rockets from ahighaltitude is beneficial because of e.g. 
nozzle optimisation and reduced drag. Aeroplanes and gas balloons have been used for the 
purpose. Here we present a concept where a balloon is filled with pure water vapour on 
ground so that it rises to the launch altitude. The system resembles a gas balloon because no 
onboard energy source is carried and no hard objects fall down. We simulate the ascent 
behaviour of the balloon. In the baseline simulation, we consider a 10 tonne rocket lifted to 
an altitude of 18km. We model the trajectory of the balloon by taking into accounts team 
adiabatic cooling, surface cooling, water condensation and balloon aerodynamic drag. The 
required steam mass proves to be only 1.4 times the mass of the rocket stage and the ascent 
time is around 10 minutes. For small payloads, surface cooling increases the relative amount 
of steam needed, unless insulation is applied to the balloon skin. The ground-filled steam 
balloon seems to be an attractive and sustainable method of lifting payloads such as rockets 
into high altitude. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 Rocketsbenefitfromlaunchingatahighaltitude [1]. Highlaunchaltitudereducesairdragand 
improvespossibilitiestooptimisethenozzle. Launchaboveground amylose desirablefor other 
reasons such as avoidance of rocket noise and safety risks on ground [2] [3]. The loaded 
maximum altitude of such aeroplanes is typically∼ 10−13 km, while nozzle vacuum 
performance would benefit from somewhat larger altitude such as ∼ 18 km. Also, if 
legislation or other considerations make it impractical to use the modified 
planeforotherpurposes,theper-launchcapitalandmaintenancecostscanbecomesignificant, unless 
the launch frequency is high. Helium balloons can reach higher altitude than standard 
aeroplanes, and they have been used for launching sounding rockets in the past [4] and are 
planned to be used again, e.g., by Zero to infinity company’s Bloostar launcher [5]. However, 
helium is a moderately expensive gas. It is also a non-renewable resource that is currently 
obtained as a by-product of natural gas extraction [6] [7]. In the future, the price of helium 
may increase, the price can fluctuate, and availability issues are possible. Thus there is a 
motivation to look for possible alternative lifting gases. Hydrogen is the other well-known 
lifting gas [8]. Although readily available, hydrogen is likewise not very cheap. Its energy 
cost is relatively high: to levitate a 1 kg mass 
requiresanamountofhydrogenwhichwouldrelease10.5MJofenergyuponcombustion,and 
typically even more energy is needed to produce it. Hydrogen is also somewhat complicated 
transportandhandle. Duringtheballoonfillingoperation,hydrogencarriesariskoffireif, e.g., the 
balloon skin is punctured so that a hydrogen stream escapes into the atmosphere and produces 
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a flammable mixture that can be ignited, e.g., by a static electricity spark [9]. Although the 
fire risk can be mitigated by quality assurance practices, running such practices incurs 
additional financial cost. Table 1 Properties of selected lifting media. Gas Molecular Relative 
Flam- Price a per Long term weight lift Mable levitated tonne availability Vacuum - 100% - - 
Hydrogen 2 93% Yes 900e Good Helium 4 86% No 3000e Limited Saturated steam 18 51-
59%b No 70ec Good Methane 16 45% Yes 500e Good Neon 20 31% No 90000e Good Hot 
air 29 22%d No 5ec Good Exemplary prices from Internet shops and analyst reports, gathered 
in August 2018. The range is due to the dependence of temperature and pressure on altitude. 
Energy cost assuming methane as fuel, multiplied by 2 to approximate inefficiencies. For 
+100◦C air at +20◦C ambient. 

Natural gas or methane could be used as a lifting gas as well, but like hydrogen this gas is 
flammable. Methaneisagreenhousegaswhoseescapeintotheatmosphereshouldbelimited. 
Methane is also rather energy intensive in the sense that levitating a 1 kg mass requires an 
amount of methane that would produce as much as 68.3 MJ of heat if burned in a power plant 
instead of being used as a lifting gas. In this regard, methane is 6.5 times more energy 
intensive than hydrogen. The main reason is methane’s much larger molecular weight which 
implies that a larger mass of the gas is needed to produce the same lift. Water vapour [steam] 
is a potent lifting gas [10].Its lifting capacity is a result of the 
lowermolecularweightandthehighertemperaturecompared to the ambient air. At sea level at 
room temperature, +100 ◦C steam has 51% of the lifting capacity of vacuum while unheated 
helium has 86%. Steam was proposed as a lifting gas already 200 years agoand has been 
suggested thereafter several times for balloons and airships. More recently, a low altitude 
balloon “Hei DAS” that used both hot air and steam was constructed. The Hei DAS balloon 
resembles a hot-air balloon as it carries a boiler tore-evaporate the condensed water. Using 
steam enables making the balloon’s volume smaller by factor∼ 2.5 than a hot-air balloon. On 
the other hand, the needed water collector and boiler is a more complex apparatus than the 
simple propane burner typically used in hot air balloons. In this paper we consider the 
possibility to use a steam balloon that does not need any onboard energy source or other 
onboard device. The balloon is filled by steam on ground. It then rises together with the 
payload to the target altitude. The rise time is relatively short, 
typicallyoftheorderof10minutesaswillbeseenbelow,sothatthesteamdoesnothavetime to cool 
significantly by heat loss through the balloon envelope. The device resembles a 
highaltitudezeropressuregas balloon, except thatitisfilledwithsteaminsteadofhelium. The 
underlying physics differs from the previously considered low altitude steam balloons, 
becauseinadditiontosurfacecooling,volumetricadiabaticcoolingofthesteamalsobecomes 
important. As a baseline, it is considered that the task of lifting a 10 tonne payload into 18 km 
altitude. We also explore variations of these parameters. After the payload is released, the 
baseline idea is to release the steam from the top of the balloon so that the balloon falls down, 
typically into the sea from which it is recovered by a boat for material recycling or for re-
flight. The structure of the paper is as follows. We first present a mathematical model for the 
steam balloon and make vertical trajectory simulations to find out the required steam mass. 
Then we explore the dependence of the steam mass on the various parameters and alternative 
assumptions. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 
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 Usingsteamtofillaballoonseemsapromisingconceptforliftingrocketsintothestratosphere for 
launch. Steam is cheaper than helium or hydrogen, and it is safe. Unlike helium, steam is a 
long-term sustainable and scalable option. Unlike a hot-air balloon, the ground-filled steam 
balloon carries no hardware but the payload. 
Ourbaselinemissionscenarioisthattheballoonislaunchedsothatthewindmovesitover the sea. The 
balloon rises swiftly to the launch altitude where the rocket is separated and launched. Then 
the steam is released by making an opening at the top of the balloon, for 
examplebyapyrotechnicfusewirethatwasweavedontotheballoonenvelope. Alternatively one 
can keep the balloon intact so that after releasing the payload, it climbs above ∼ 30 km where 
the steam freezes onto the envelope forming a ∼ 0.6 mm thin layer of ice. Then the balloon 
falls into the sea, from where it can be recovered. The balloon may be reused for another 
flight or the materials can be recycled. The main simplifications and approximations made in 
the present simulation were the following:  

1.Forcalculatingtheaerodynamicdrag,aconstantshapeoftheballoonwasassumed[characterised 
by the equivalent spherical radius r of the initial steam volume and the drag coefficientCD]. 
In reality, the steam expands as the balloon rises. 

 2. We estimated the cooling surface area from the steam volume V and the balloon radius r 
by assuming that the balloon is a vertical cylinder. While the balloon’s shape is not 
cylindrical in reality, the approximation correctly represents the fact that as the steam volume 
expands, the cooling surface area increases. For lifting a few tonne of larger payloads into the 
stratosphere, the effect of surface cooling is rather unimportant. If one wants to extend the 
applicability to smaller payloads such as atmospheric science instruments, thermal insulation 
may become relevant. We 
speculativelydiscussedthepossibilitythatmixingsomeairinthesteammightimproveinsulationby 
creating a cooler air layer adjacent to the walls. In summary, a steam balloon that is filled on 
ground looks an attractive option for lifting tonne scale and larger payloads such as rockets 
into the stratosphere. For payloads of such size 
astandardplasticballoonskinwithoutanythermalinsulationworkswell. Steamisinexpensive, safe 
and environmentally friendly, and the steam balloon is comparable to a helium 
ballooninsimplicityandoperationalsafety. Experimentalverificationoftheconceptcouldbe 
performedeasilybyutilisingastandardhot-airballoonenvelopeandatruck-mountedportable 
steamgeneratorforthefillingoperation,andreleasingapayloadwouldnotbemandatory. On the 
modelling side, numerical 3-D aerodynamic simulations could be performed, including the 
modelling of different ways of suspending and deploying the payload. 
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